
Q.1

Q.2

Q.3

Read the text and choose: True
or False.
Meet Hollywood director Steve Greenburg
Tim: Last month you won an Oscar for your thriller “Who Killed Harry Mack?” Are thrillers your
favourite kind of film?

Steve: I like making all kinds of films: thrillers, comedies, horror films, westerns. Sometimes
writers give me very good stories for thrillers, but there are lots of things that make a movie
good. Good actors
and actresses, studios and sometimes the weather can help you shoot a good scene.

Tim: What are your plans for the future?

Steve: I am going to make more comedies. I believe it is nice to make people laugh. I want to
work with great actors and shoot films people will enjoy. I won’t stop making films. Movies are
my life!

Tim: Will Home Cinema and computers change movies?

Steve: It’s difficult to say. I don’t know, but I think people will watch movies at home more
often. Films will have two or three endings and people will choose the ending they like.

Tim: Thank you very much. Good luck with your next film.

Steve won the Oscar last year.

 True

 False

Sometimes weather can help for shooting a good movie scene.

 True

 False

Greenberg is going to make more thrillers in the future.

 True

 False



Q.4

Q.5

He thinks people will watch more movies at home.

 True

 False

Films will have more than one endings in the future.

 True

 False
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Q.6

Q.7

Q.8

Q.9

Read the text and choose the
correct answer.
Shopping Mania is near the square, opposite the post office. You can come by bus (no. 15)
or by train. Or you can park your car in our huge parking area.
You can find all kinds of things to buy. There are hundreds of shops. There are florists, music
shops, clothes shops and even restaurants. Of course, there is the largest toy shop in the
country.
You don’t have to be rich to buy the things you want. At Shopping Mania you can save
money and buy more. You can buy your favourite CDs from €3 and great leather jackets from
€10! Everything is affordable. Every Monday, designer jeans are at a low price!
Is shopping boring or difficult? Are you a mother with small children and shopping isn’t easy?
No problem! Why don’t you bring them to our special playroom? They can play and you can
have a great time shopping or having a coffee in one of our four cafés!

Shopping Mania is ....... the square.

 near

 opposite

There is a ........ parking lot.

 small

 big

There you can see the largest ........... in the country.

 music shop

 toy shop

You can buy a leather jacket from ........ .

 $10

 €10



Q.10Mothers can bring their children to a special ..... .

 playroom

 cafe
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